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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0247922A1] Vessel for packing and laying fluid coatings is a multipurpose container used as a durable, returnable, reusable packing
container for packing and transport of fluid coatings and/or as durably usable vessel for preparation and laying the coating, which upper parts are
used as a rack for temporary putting down hand tools during laying the coating. Fig.1 shows the vessel (1) and the Figl 1A the cover (2) by which
the opening of the vessel is airtightly closed by the seat of the groove on the edge of the cover (2) to the surface of the vessel's (1) opening. The
vessel (1) has the shape of a mantle of five-sided truncated pyramid with conically rounded edges and equal thickness of walls in which lower parts
of the front side edges there are made prismatic incursions forming two reesses (13) which in the mantle of the vessel (1) make two step-like planes
(14). Above the planes (14), in the inside of the vessel (1), there are two mirror symmetrical vertical compartments (15) making two interior vessels
(17), used as the place for temporary putting down the requisites during laying the coating. The simplified shape of a whole vessel, particularly of its
opening and interior vessels (17), enables its economical manufacture and multiple application.
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